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ABSTRACT

This paper presents TransDrums, which is a system that trans-
fers drum patterns from a drum-pattern-source song (D-song)
to a base song (B-song) and synthesizes the audio with the
substituted drum pattern. Typical drum parts consist of multi-
ple drum patterns that are concatenated to form a structure by,
for example, inserting fill-in patterns at structural boundaries.
The previous system that replaced the drum parts was not able
to form such a structure. Therefore, we propose TransDrums,
which extracts and transfers multiple drum patterns to form
the structure. It takes two songs as the input and extracts mul-
tiple typical drum patterns from each song. It then makes
pairs of those patterns between B-song and D-song and re-
places them using the counterpart drum patterns to synthesize
audio with the altered drum pattern. To achieve the key idea
of properly replacing a drum phrase in B-song with that in D-
song, it is necessary to model the structure of the drum parts
by analyzing the transition probabilities between the typical
drum patterns. The appropriate pairs are determined so that
the sum of the Jensen-Shannon divergence between the tran-
sition probabilities is minimized. Our experimental results
show that TransDrums can generate audio to change by alter-
ing the drum patterns with the structure.

Index Terms— Music information retrieval, drum pat-
tern, music structure, active music listening

1. INTRODUCTION

Conventional music listening was a passive experience that
involved just playing music and enjoying it. Recently, re-
search for active music listening [1] has been expanding. Sev-
eral techniques have been proposed to satisfy the active re-
quirements of listeners, such as listening to music while edit-
ing it to suit their taste. Nakamura proposed a timbre re-
placement system [2] that replaces the frequency character-
istics of harmonic sounds and the timbres of drum sounds
with those of another audio signal. Ono proposed a real-time
equalizer of harmonic and percussive components in music
signals that did not require any a priori knowledge of mu-
sical scores and included instruments [3]. Davies proposed
AutoMashUpper [4] for making multi-song music mashups.

Yoshii proposed Drumix [5] for controlling the rhythmic pat-
terns of drums in audio signals in real time.

Following the previous systems, we present TransDrums,
which is a system that transfers drum patterns from one song
to another song and synthesizes the audio with the altered
drum track while preserving the global pattern structure. Typ-
ical drum tracks consist of multiple drum patterns that are
concatenated to form the structure by, for example, inserting
fill-in patterns and changing patterns at structural boundaries.
However, a previous system replacing the drum track with
a four-bar drum pattern was not able to form such a struc-
ture [5]. In this paper, we propose a system that transfers
drum patterns from one song to another song while preserv-
ing the global structure.

To achieve this goal, the role of each drum pattern, such
as inserting fill-in patterns, should be detected, and each drum
pattern should be substituted with the one that has the same
role in the other song. The role of a drum pattern appears
in the transition between the drum patterns. For example,
drum patterns that have many self-transitions are likely to be
a standard pattern occupying a large part in the song. Some
of the fill-in patterns are also likely to have a transition from
a particular drum pattern. In other words, the drum patterns
that have the same role in each of the songs are considered to
have a similar transition probability between drum patterns.
To overcome difficulties finding appropriate drum pattern
pairs to replace each other, we model the structure of the
drum track by analyzing the transition probabilities between
the typical drum patterns. Our experimental results show
that TransDrums can generate audio to change by altering the
drum track with the structure. Demonstrations are available at
https://shunsawada.github.io/transDrum/.

2. DRUM PATTERN MAPPING ALGORITHM

Figure 1 shows the diagram for the entire processing. This
system, which takes two songs (base-song (B-song) and
drum-pattern-source song (D-song)) as inputs, transfers the
drum patterns from D-song to B-song. The drum patterns
in B-song are replaced by those in D-song according to a
map preserving the global structure relating to the transition
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between drum patterns in B-song. The problem with finding
the appropriate relationship of each drum pattern is finding
a mapping M : B → D from a set B of the drum patterns
appearing in B-song to a set D of those appearing in D-song
((3) of Figure 1). The global structure of the drum pattern
is modeled by analyzing the transition probabilities between
typical drum patterns in B-song and D-song as a probability
model. Figure 2 shows the processing procedure mapping
that transfers drum patterns in D-song to B-song. First, this
system performed clustering for each song using the bar-level
features of a drum pattern. Second, it obtains a mapping
between the clusters by clustering each of the two songs.

First, the bar-level features of the drum patterns are la-
beled by clustering. The number of clusters is Ncluster, and
the label set is C = {cn}Ncluster

n=1 . The system converts the
song to a bar-level label sequence l = {ln}Nbar

n=1 using these
labels. The label ln belongs to class set C (ln ∈ C), and Nbar

represents the number of bars in the song. The system cal-
culates the transition probability of the label transition from
ln−1 to ln in label sequence l = {ln}Nbar

n=1 . An element tij
of the transition probability matrix TX (Ncluster × Ncluster

matrix) of the transition between the drum patterns in X-song
represents transition probability P (cj | ci) of the transition
from label ci to label cj . The n-th row of matrix TX is the
discrete probability distribution of cn. A probability Pn is the
n-th row of the TB of B-song, and a probability Qm is the
m-th row of the TD of D-song.

Second, to map the pairs of drum patterns preserving
the global structure, we set a metric for the difference be-
tween structures. Since the structure here is represented with
transition probability, the difference can be calculated based
on Kullback-Leibler divergence. Assuming that the drum
pattern with the same role in a song has a similar transition
probability, the pair of drum patterns with the same role can
be obtained through minimizing the sum of the divergences.
Kullback-Leibler divergence KL(Pn || Qm) from a probabil-
ity distribution Qm to Pn is defined as:

KL(Pn || Qm) =
∑
i

Pn(i) log
Pn(i)

Qm(i)
. (1)

In this study, we use Jensen-Shannon divergence JS(Pn ||
Qm) obtained by symmetrizing Kullback-Leibler divergence
as follows:

JS(Pn || Qm) =
1

2
(KL(Pn || M) + KL(Qm || M)), (2)

where M = 1
2 (Pn +Qm).

The system calculates the Jensen-Shannon divergence be-
tween all possible pairs of transition probabilities of D-song
and B-song, and searched for a map minimizing the sum of
all the mappings. By using drum pattern pairs obtained from
this method, the label sequence of B-song (lB) is replaced by
the labels of D-song using the mapping M , and a new label
sequence l′B is generated.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our method.

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF TRANSDRUMS

3.1. Feature Extractor

In this section, we present the method to extract the bar-level
drum pattern features of the input song. The input song con-
sists of a non-harmonic-sound (percussive-sound) component
and a harmonic-sound component. The drum pattern con-
tains many of the non-harmonic-sound components. The in-
put spectrogram is separated into the harmonic-sound and the
non-harmonic-sound components ((1) of Figure 1), and we
handle the non-harmonic-sound components in this study. We
used onset saliency as feature of drum patterns and calculated
the difference (increase) of the power spectrum for one frame
against that for the previous frame in the non-harmonic-sound
components. We reduced these dimensions of features to 16-
dimensions corresponding to sixteenth-note grid.

First, the two songs input (B-song and D-song) were
converted to spectrograms with a window size of 2048 sam-
ples and a hop size of 512 samples. Each spectrogram S
was separated into the harmonic-sound components H and
the non-harmonic-sound components P by using harmonic-
percussive sound separation (HPSS). We used the HPSS of
the librosa.decompose.hpss function implemented
in librosa (Version 0.6.2) [6]. In the HPSS [7] used in this
study, a technique [8] has been extended, and the parameters
(margins) of the mask thresholds that separate components
into harmonic and non-harmonic components are introduced.
In our research, we set both (H and P) parameters (margins)
to 2.0.

Second, we calculated the spectral flux of the non-
harmonic-sound components P of each song. The spectral
flux is used as a measure of temporal change of a spectrum.
It was obtained by calculating the sum of the difference of
the power spectrum densities between time t and time t − 1
over all the frequency bins. The spectral flux SFt at time
t is discretized into the sixteenth-note level by calculating
the sum of the m frames around the beat positions. The 16-
dimensional vector f = {fi}16i=1 obtained this way was used
as the feature of the drum pattern. We set m = 8 based on
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Fig. 2. Drum pattern mapping algorithm of TransDrums

a preliminary experiment. The drum pattern feature fi was
given as follows:

fi =

m∑
τ=−m

SFui+τ , (3)

where u = {ui}16i=1 represents the beat-time sequence of the
sixteenth-note level.

The label sequence was generated by clustering these
drum pattern features {fi}16i=1 ((2) of Figure 1). We used
k-means clustering with Lloyd’s algorithm implemented as
the Python library scikit-learn (Version 0.19.1) [9].

3.2. Drum Transcription and Synthesis

A drum pattern audio track of D-song was generated accord-
ing to label sequence l′B and mixed with the harmonic-sound
components of B-song. First, we extracted the typical drum
patterns from D-song. The drum pattern that was the nearest
centroid of the cluster of D-song was extracted as a typical
drum pattern. Second, we transcribed the typical drum pattern
from audio PD ((4) of Figure 1). Finally, we synthesized the
drum track using the result of the drum transcription. Since
many consonants of singing voices were contained in the non-
harmonic-sound components, we decided not to use them to
generate a drum track.

We used an algorithm based on a recurrent neural net-
work (RNN) as the drum transcription. The RNN system
has achieved the highest evaluation accuracies for polyphonic

recordings and has been used in many drum transcription re-
searches [10, 11, 12]. We used the automatic drum transcrip-
tion library (ADTLib), which is the current state-of-the-art
system for polyphonic music [12]. This system outputs the
onset times of the bass drum, snare drum, and hi-hat cymbals.
We used these onset times to generate the drum track. At each
onset, we used the drum sound samples from RWC-MDB-
I-2001 (snare drum: 431SD7N3, bass drum: 432BD2N3,
and hi-hat cymbals: 432HHCC3) [13]. Finally, we mixed
the drum track obtained in this way with the harmonic-sound
components of B-song according to label sequence l′B ((5) of
Figure 1).

4. EVALUATION

4.1. Experimental Conditions

To evaluate whether the global drum pattern is recognized and
the drum pattern is properly mapped, we conducted the fol-
lowing two experiments.

Experiment 1 : evaluating how much the fill-in patterns in
B-song are reproduced by substituting the correspond-
ing fill-in patterns in D-song.

Experiment 2 : evaluating the degree of correspondence be-
tween the transition label of the drum pattern in B-song
and that in D-song.

We used songs in the RWC Music Database (RWC-MDB-
P-2001) [14] to evaluate our system and used the label se-
quence, which has been made manually by two people who
have more than three years’experience of drum performance,
as a ground truth. An example of ground truth is shown in
Figure 3. These experiments were conducted using pairs of
songs with the same number of clusters of drum patterns (122
pairs). We used a beat structure of the AIST Annotation for
the RWC Music Database [15] to divide a spectrogram by bar
position. The sixteenth-note grid for calculating the spectral
flux was obtained by dividing each beat equally into four seg-
ments.

First of all, we explain the symbols for defining the eval-
uation measure as follows. The label set of B-song repre-
sents B = {bn}Ncluster

n=1 , and that of D-song represents D =
{dn}Ncluster

n=1 . The mapping obtained by the proposed method
represents M(bi) = dj .

In Experiment 1, we defined the fill-in pattern mapping
rate F (M) as a measure to evaluate how much the fill-in pat-
terns in two songs map to each other. F (M) is defined as
follows:

F (M) =

∑Ncluster

i f(ci)f(M(ci))

Nfill−in
, (4)

where Nfill−in represents the number of types of fill-in pat-
terns contained in the song, and f(ci) represents the ground
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truth of the fill-in pattern positions. f(ci) takes the binary
value {1, 0}, which may or may not be a fill-in pattern. F (M)
takes the maximum value 1 when all the fill-in patterns of the
two songs map to each other (0 ≤ F (M) ≤ 1).

In Experiment 2, we defined the frequency consistency
E(M) as a measure to evaluate the degree of the correspon-
dence of the mapping and the bigram frequency the drum
pattern labels. For example, when highly frequent label se-
quences of B-song and D-song are “12” and “ab”, respec-
tively, according to the bigram frequency, the mapping is ex-
pected to be M(1) = a，M(2) = b. However, the mapping
patterns could be inconsistent under the constraint that all pat-
terns should have one-to-one mapping. E(M) is defined as
follows:

E(M) =

10∑
r=1

w(r)
1

2
(R0(r) +R1(r)). (5)

Here, Ri(r) = 1 if xri in B-song matches xri in D-song
where {xri}1i=0 = xr0xr1 denotes the bigram with the r-th
highest frequency, otherwise Ri(r) = 0. The function wx(r)
is defined as:

w(r) =
vxr0xr1∑
r vxr0xr1

, (6)

where vxr0xr1
denotes the number of occurrences of bigram

xr0xr1 in the B-song. The measure E(M) indicates how in-
variant the order of the bigram frequencies is with respect to
the mapping obtained by the proposed method (0 ≤ E(M) ≤
1).

4.2. Experimental Results and Discussion

The top five and worst five of the results of E(M) and F (M)
are shown in Table 1. For example, the first row of Table 1
(left) indicates that E(M) is 0.96 and F (M) is 1.0 when the
drum pattern of RWC-MDB-P-2001 No. 17 (B-song) is re-
placed with that of RWC-MDB-P-2001 No. 15 (D-song). The
average of E(M) for all 122 pairs of the song is 0.37, which
indicates the system could not create a full-match among
all of the drum patterns. On the other hand, the average of

Table 1. Top 5 results (left) and worst 5 results (right) with re-
gard to frequency consistency E (M), and the corresponding
fill-in pattern mapping rate F (M).

Pairs E(M) F (M)
17 - 15 .96 1.0
17 - 12 .90 1.0
17 - 5 .89 .50
17 - 7 .89 .75

15 - 17 .86 1.0

Pairs E(M) F (M)
17 - 14 .01 .75
8 - 18 .02 1.0
18 - 8 .02 .40
7 - 18 .02 1.0
18 - 14 .03 .60

F (M) = 0.73 is relatively higher than E (M), which shows
that matching between fill-in patterns is easier for our system.

In the third row of Table 1 (left), the value of F (M) was
low compared to other cases. Nfill−in of the RWC-MDB-P-
2001 No. 17 is 4, whereas Nfill−in of RWC-MDB-P-2001
No. 5 is 2. Therefore, all of the fill-in patterns existing in
RWC-MDB-P-2001 No. 5 were mapped with those existing
in RWC-MDB-P-2001 No. 17. Most of the song pairs hav-
ing low F (M) value are due to difference of Nfill−in. When
the song pairs have similar Nfill−in, the system is able to re-
place the drum patterns preserving the global structure. Most
of the song pairs having a low E(M) value are due to the
greatly different structures of songs. When the pairs of songs
had a similar global drum-pattern structure, the mapping be-
tween patterns were found appropriately and the bigram pat-
terns which were frequently observed in each song were con-
sistent. However, since Nfill−in and repeating patterns could
be different depending on the songs, the system has the prob-
lem of mapping fill-in patterns to not-fill-in patterns because
of the one-to-one mapping constraint.

5. CONCLUSION

We described TransDrums, which can transfer drum patterns
in a song into another song while considering the global
drum-pattern structure. To analyze the global structure for
the drum pattern transfer, we proposed a novel approach
of focusing on the transition probability between the drum
patterns and mapping drum patterns by minimizing the dis-
tance between the transition probability distributions. Our
experimental results show that the system was able to grasp
the global structure of drum patterns. Future work includes
improving the sound synthesis quality and the clustering of
drum patterns.
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